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Abstract7

This paper investigates the feasibility of multiuser parallel transmission by sub-array8

beamforming using millimeter wave bands in which the Line-of-Sight (LoS) dominant channel9

environment is expected. Focusing on high beamforming gain provided by the massive10

antenna array, each sub-array conducts first eigenmode transmission and thus one stream is11

allocated per user without null steering. This paper also proposes 1-tap time domain12

beamforming (TDBF) as the same weight is applied to all frequency components. It reduces13

computation complexity as well as suppressing the effect of additive noise on weight14

derivation. Computer simulation results show that increasing the subarray spacing stably15

improves signal-to-interference power ratio (SIR) performance and that the proposed 1-tap16

TDBF can match the performance of the frequency domain first eigenmode transmission as a17

rigorous solution.18

19

Index terms— massive antennas, sub-array, first eigenmode, time domain beamforming, parallel transmission.20
Milli meter wave.21

1 I. Introduction22

he rapid spread of wireless communication devices such as smartphones and tablets has triggered diversification23
in mobile services. Not only is data traffic exploding, but also large numbers of terminals are crowding key24
sites such as station, airports and event venues. Unfortunately, frequency resources are being depleted rapidly,25
especially in the microwave band since many kinds of wireless communication systems such as wireless fidelity26
(Wi-Fi), worldwide interoperability for microwave access (WiMAX) or long-term evolution (LTE) (-Advanced)27
have become voracious consumers. Overcoming this shortfall is a critical issue in wireless communication.28
Drastic improvements in transmission rate and system capacity are required towards 5th generation mobile29
communications (5G) [1]. Promising solutions [2,3] include micro-cells for area spectral efficiency improvement30
and exploiting millimeter wavebands such as super high frequency (SHF) or extremely high frequency (EHF)31
bands where rich spectrum resources are available. The main problem in using millimeter wavebands is the link32
budget shortfall. The propagation loss is high and the performance of radio frequency (RF) components such as33
high power amplifier (HPA) is limited in millimeter wavebands.34

The application of massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) [4][5][6][7] is one of the most promising35
solutions. Massive MIMO can provide large beamforming gain with huge numbers of arrayed antenna elements36
without high-performance high-cost RF components [8]. In addition, higher order space division multiplexing37
(SDM) can be applied by using its excess degree of freedom (DoF) to enhance the transmission rate. It is38
noted that higher order SDM divides total transmission power but the beamforming gain should be sufficient to39
perform SDM. The beamforming gain is, ideally, given by 10log 10 (NtNr) dB, where Nt and Nr are the numbers40
of transmission and reception antenna elements, respectively. This means that increasing the number of antenna41
elements from 100 to 200 yields a gain of only 3 dB making arrays with more than 100 elements not cost effective.42
If the link budget is insufficient with the use of around 100 elements, we have only two options; one is limiting43
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4 SYSTEM AND CHANNEL MODEL

the service area to reduce the propagation loss and the other is employing directional antennas to attain larger44
antenna gain. A high-functionality base station (BS) with massive array is expensive making quite small service45
areas unacceptable from the operating viewpoint. On the other hand, the use of directional antennas raises the46
correlation of the antenna elements of user equipment (UE). This results in a large level gap between the 1st47
and 2nd eigenvalues which hinders higher order SDM application [9]. Moreover, the feasibility of higher order48
SDM in actual environments has not been confirmed for future BSs and UEs with practical specifications. From49
the above background, this paper discusses a different approach to exploiting massive element numbers with50
Line-of-Sight (LoS) dominant channels.51

2 T52

The next promising approach to obtain higher system capacity, multiuser MIMO [10], spatially multiplexes the53
UEs to use the same frequency channel at the same time. As described above, channel environments in millimeter54
wavebands are considered to be dominated by the LoS component since BS and/or UEs are required to have highly55
directive antennas in order to obtain adequate transmission/reception performance. In such situation, multiuser56
diversity gain is expected to increase the system capacity [9,11] since the inter-user correlation between UEs is57
lower than intra-user correlation. In other words, it can be a promising solution for the problem of the large level58
gap between the 1st and 2nd eigenvalues in the LoS dominant channel for a single user MIMO. Meanwhile, to59
spatially multiplex several UEs, the BS requires channel state information at the transmitter (CSIT) to suppress60
inter-user interference (IUI). The accuracy of CSIT is degraded by the channel time variation created by movement61
of the UEs or objects around the UEs. Inaccurate CSIT causes incomplete IUI suppression which degrades the62
signal-to-interference power ratio (SIR) performance of multiuser MIMO [12]. We have verified one of the massive63
MIMO benefits; the improved robustness of multiuser transmission in time varying channel environments [13].64
The gain of the beamforming provided by a massive array is concentrated on the target UE and the average level65
of IUI leakage in the space is adequately suppressed. This causes high energy efficiency and minimal IUI leakage66
between the multiplexed UEs even with user movement. From the above features, we are focusing on multiuser67
massive MIMO which allocates only 1st eigenmode to each UE to achieve stable and enhanced system capacity68
even in high mobility situations [9]. Given the LoS environment, 1st eigenvalue usage is outstandingly effective69
since its transmission/reception beams are much more stable than those for 2nd and higher order eigenmodes.70
However, block diagonalization (BD) or singular value decomposition (SVD) computations of large-scale matrices71
for each frequency component incur quite heavy computation loads given the assumption of millimeter wideband72
transmission. The effective solution of hybrid analog/digital beamforming has been studied [8,[14][15][16][17].73
Analog beamforming can reduce costly RF chains and the computation costs associated with digital processing.74
It requires beam training or search with the use of pre-determined beam patterns, which imposes some overhead.75
In the 5G world, it is expected that the number of accommodated UEs in a cell will become larger and it may76
makes the overhead heavy. These are the reasons why a breakthrough in simplified massive MIMO operation is77
required.78

This paper first investigates the feasibility of multiuser parallel transmission via isolated sub-arrays (SAs).79
BS uses multiple SAs that are separated from each other and only 1 signal stream per SA is allocated to each80
UE via 1st eigenmode without null steering. This elimination of signal processing for null steering eases the81
total computation load. The isolation of all transmission and reception points from each other helps to ensure82
low correlated channels so null steering is not necessary. Second, we introduce 1-tap time domain beamforming83
(TDBF) to drastically alleviate this calculation cost. TDBF weight can be determined by simply correlating84
reception signals between antenna elements, which basically corresponds to extracting the strongest path, i.e.,85
the LoS component. When SA is a narrow-spaced array (e.g. half-wavelength), incoming direct wave signals are86
regarded as plane waves. In this case, the frequency dependence of the weight is limited and it is possible to87
employ constant weights in the frequency domain. As a result, the 1-tap TDBF weight can be applied to all88
frequency components. Furthermore, it can be obtained under very low SNR conditions, less than 0 dB, without89
beamforming. Assuming that we assign a single stream to each SA and UE, the signal processing for TDBF can be90
significantly simplified even though full digital signal processing is employed and hardware resource requirements91
can be minimized with optimized designs. The contributions of this paper are: 1) The SIR performance of SA92
beamforming is revealed for the parameters of SA spacing, SA antenna element number, Rician K-factor, and93
UE movement speed. 2) A 1-tap TDBF scheme is presented and its effectiveness is verified.94

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the system model and presents the methodology95
of multiuser parallel transmission by the sub-arrayed BS configuration. Section96

3 II. System Definition97

4 System and Channel Model98

The system model is depicted in Fig. 1. BS is composed of Na SAs, each of which has Nt elements in a uniform99
planar array (UPA). SA serves one UE with Nr UPA elements via beamforming; only a single stream is allocated100
to each UE. To ensure the LoS environment and reduce the probability of human blockage [18], SAs should be101
installed at high positions. To provide a simple evaluation of the potential of the proposed method, BS is assumed102
to be ceiling mounted and UEs face straight up as shown in Fig. 1. This scenario can be realized at stadiums and103
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large halls like exhibition centers, and simple variants will support different situations such as installation of the104
walls of buildings. Fig. 1 shows a typical case for a simple feasibility study. Assuming multicarrier transmission105
such as orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), we define the channel matrix per subcarrier, H??106
NuNr×NaNt , as follows;[ ] T T Nu T i T H H H H ? ? 1 = (1) [ ] Na i ij i i H H H H ? ? 1 = (2)107

where H i ?? Nr×NaNt denotes the channel sub matrix between the i-th UE and BS. Note that these108
expressions are per subcarrier and indices have been omitted. A Rician fading channel is considered so H i is109
expressed using Rician K-factor as,i NLoS i LoS i K K K , ,1 1 1 HH H + + + =(3)110

H LoS,i is determined by the spatial relationship of the i-th UE and BS; where d mn is the distance between111
the m-th antenna element of i-th UE and the n-th BS antenna element. ? is the carrier wavelength. The channel112
time variation of H LoS,i is simulated by the spatial relationships between the UEs and the BSs as determined113
by UE movement. H NLoS,i is the non-line-of-sight (NLoS) component from the scatters, which are uniformly114
sited around the UEs. Each element of H NLoS,i also includes a path loss coefficient of ?/(4?d mn ). To consider115
the spatial correlation between BS antenna elements, independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) Rayleigh fading116
channels are converted into correlated channels using the Kronecker model [19] where R tx,i ?? Nt×Nt ?R rx,i117
?? Nr×Nr are correlation matrices [20]. Assuming the 3GPP 3D channel model [21], the half power beamwidth118
(HPBW) of each antenna element is set to 65°. The power azimuth spectrum (PAS) of an arriving path at the119
base station is assumed to have a Laplacian distribution [22] and its deviation value is set to 5°. Time variation120
of the NLoS component follows Jakes’ model [23].? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? = ?121
? ? ? ? ) ( 2 1 2 2 ) ( 1 2 11 2 , )( 1 )122

5 b) Sub-Array Multiuser Parallel Transmission by First Eigen-123

mode124

The i-th UE obtains a sub-block channel matrix to the i-th SA, H ii ?? Nr×Nt , and computes the SVD [10].] [125
] [ H i H i i i i ii V v ? U u H = (6)126

where u i ?? Nr×1 and v i ?? Nt×1 represent left and right singular vectors corresponding to the 1st eigenmode,127
respectively. ? i ?? Nr×Ns is a singular value matrix whose diagonal elements are arranged in descending order.128
With the LoS dominant channel, it is expected that the 1st eigenmode weight vectors u j H and v i attain129
beamforming gain by extraction of the LoS component. Denoting the transmission signal vector of all UE/SAs130
as T = [t 1 , ..., t i , ..., t Nu ] T ?? Nu×1 , reception signal vector, Y = [y 1 , ..., y i , ..., y Nu ] T ?? Nu×1 , is131
expressed as follows;n T v v H u u Y + ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? = Na H Na H ? ? 1 1132
(7)133

where n is an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector. It should be noted that Na = Nu. The i-th UE134
and SA perform beamforming only to each other as an isolated system and do not care about the other j-th (i?j)135
UE/SA pairs. If SAs are spatially de-correlated with large enough inter-SA spacing, significant SIR gain can be136
expected without null steering. SIR and SINR for the i-th UE are given by;? ? = = Na i j j j ij H i i ii H i i , 1137
2 2 10 log 10 SIR v H u v H u (8) ? ? = + = Na i j j j ij H i i ii H i i , 1 2 2 2 10 log 10 SINR ? v H u v H u (9)138

where ? 2 is the noise variance defined as single-input single-output (SISO) situation.139

6 III. 1-Tap Time Domain Beamforming140

First of all, we have set up a hypothesis for the LoS dominant channel such that the first eigenmode Year 2016 (141
) A T i tx i iid i rx i NLoS ) ( 2 / 1 , , 2 / 1 , , R H R H =(5? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?142
? + ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?143
? ? ? ? = ? ? 1 1 0 1 1 0 ] 0 [ 0 0 0 ] 1 [ ] 0 [ 0 0 0 ] 1 [ 0 0 ] 1 [ ] 1 [ ] 1 [ 0 ] 0 [ ] 1 [ ] 1 [ ] 1 [ 0 ] 0 [ Ns Ns m m144
m m m m m m m m m m m n n n s s s h h h L h L h L h h h h h L h h ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?145

x (10) Note that this is a time domain expression. Ns represents the sample number of the training signal.146
??0) assumes cyclic prefix insertion. SA then calculates the maximal ratio combining (MRC) weight [24], v’ m147
, by correlating the signals received on the m-th and reference antenna elements (here assumes m = 0), in the148
time domain.0 1 x x H m m Ns v = ?(11)149

TDBF reception weight vector for the i-th SA, v’ i = [v’ 0 , ... , v’ m , ... , v’ Nt-1 ] ?? Nt×1 , is obtained. Note150
that reciprocity calibration [25,26] is required to obtain the transmission weight from the reception weight since151
uplink and downlink signals go through different circuits. This paper assumes that the processing is ideal. Eq.152
( 11) can suppress the additive noise effect since the received signals for each sample are correlated whereas the153
noise components are identically independent in the samples. When Ns = 1000 for example, the signal-tonoise154
power ratio (SNR) can be improved 30 dB and weight accuracy is greatly improved. The weight calculation can155
work correctly even in low SNR conditions with link budget shortfall and is one of advantages of the 1-tap TDBF156
scheme. Finally, SA applies the TDBF weight and transmits a training signal to UE. In this process, the SA157
works as a single virtual antenna with large beamforming gain due to the TDBF weight. Owing to this gain, UE158
estimates the equivalent channel vector for the virtual single antenna, H ii v’ i ?? Nr×1 under the improved SNR159
condition; it can be utilized as MRC weight vector, u’ i H = (H ii v’ i ) H . When BS is composed of multiple160
SAs, UE identification, e.g. which SA is allocated to which UE, can be controlled by BS in a centralized manner.161

To understand the fundamental performance of TDBF, we first evaluate the single antenna UE case in which162
SA with 121 elements UPA performs TDBF to UE with 1 antenna element. Fig. ?? shows an example of the163
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7 B) SIMULATION RESULTS

power and phase spectra. In this figure, red, blue and black lines show the results for proposed 1-tap TDBF,164
Though the phase spectrum still fluctuates, its variation is really quite small. This yields valuable beamforming165
performance as shown in Fig. ?? (a).166

Fig. ?? plots CDFs of phase error provided by 1tap TDBF. CDF performance is exhibited with various SNR167
and Rician K-factor. Assuming Ns = 2048, 1-tap TDBF weight calculation is performed via Eqs. ( ??0) and168
(11) given SNR conditions. The absolute value of phase error (i.e. angle fluctuation of TDBF weight coefficient)169
is then obtained by difference from ideal case as SNR = ?. Note that the SNR is indicated per antenna element,170
i.e. SISO case. Even though the noisy case such as SNR = -10 dB, phase error can be suppressed to ±30 degrees,171
corresponding to 1 dB gain loss, with 90% probability.172

These confirm that the 1-tap TDBF works well even though it is simple in manner. Though this paper assumes173
a Rician channel with larger K factor, millimeter wave signals are vulnerable to blockage caused by walls, humans,174
and so on. In practical environments, the LoS channel always does not exist. The proposed scheme can obtain the175
beamforming gain corresponding to the strongest and most stable arriving path if the LoS channel does not exist.176
This mechanism is completely the same as the existing beam training based approach which identifies the optimal177
beam pattern to achieve the largest gain. In addition, because we assume that several SAs are installed separately178
as shown Fig. 1, significant site diversity effect can be expected which will improve the probability that direct or179
quasi-direct paths exist. Table 1 summarizes computation complexities (defined here as the required number of180
complex multiplications). Here we assume that the number of available subcarriers for user data is as NtNs from181
Eq. (11). That of SVD is taken to be 2NtNr 2 + 2Nr 3 [27]. Eq. ( 11) involves only simple multiplications and182
its complexity is reasonable. On the other hand, SVD requires complex matrix calculation and the computation183
load becomes excessive in ultra-wideband communication.Results and Discussions a) System Level Simulation184
Settings Simulation parameters are listed in Table 2. BS is composed of 7 SAs, each of which is UPA with 121185
antenna elements. As shown in Fig. 1, SAs are spaced at the interval of D. UEs are uniformly distributed in a186
circular cell with 20 m radius and inter-site distance (ISD) is fixed to 20 m. BS and UE heights are assumed to187
be 30 m and 1.5 m, respectively. In this evaluation model, SA selects one UE from its own cell to communicate188
with. Here, the user scheduling effect is simply taken into account by setting the minimum inter-UE distance189
to be 3 m. Assuming the Rician fading channel with K = 10 dB, the multipath component is modeled as 18190
path exponential decay with 2 dB attenuation for each 10 ns in reference to the literature ??28]. Free space191
propagation is assumed. Spatial correlation, i.e. R tx,i , R rx,i , and LoS channel, is also changed according to192
UE rotation on the horizontal plane as well as its location. CSI is updated every 1.3msec, which corresponds to193
200 symbols for the 6.67 ?sec symbol duration. CSI estimation error due to receiver noise is excluded in order194
to evaluate the impact of the beamforming scheme. Transmission and reception weights are determined at each195
update event. TDBF weight is ideally obtained by correlation of channel impulse response, i.e. v’ m = h m H h196
1 . This is validated in the Appendix. We compare 2 transmission schemes as follows;197

? 1st eigenmode transmission per subcarrier? Proposed 1-tap TDBF198
Here we discuss the transmission beamforming performance of the two schemes above. UE is assumed to199

perform MRC reception per subcarrier regardless of the scheme.200

7 b) Simulation Results201

First we investigate how SA spacing impacts the spatial correlation. Cumulative distribution functions (CDFs)202
of SIR for all UEs are plotted in Fig. 5 for various values of SA spacing, D and Rician K-factor. The CDF plots203
also include subcarrier-by-subcarrier SIR. In this figure, red and blue lines show the results for 1-tap TDBF and204
1st eigenmode, respectively. As this Fig. ??(a) shows, the performance gap between TDBF and 1st eigenmode205
is quite small and is almost negligible even though 1-tap TDBF is quite simple compared to the 1st eigenmode206
approach. Increasing D reduces the spatial correlation between SAs and thus SIR of more than 15 dB can be207
obtained without null steering. When D = 20 m, the SA spacing is equal to the radius of the circular cell. Each208
cell is deeply overlapped and UE does not always access the nearest SA. Even in the severe situation, null steering209
is not necessary for multi-user MIMO communication in these two schemes. The SAs with massive antennas at210
BS side form narrow beams toward UEs since SAs have wider antenna aperture. Conversely, UEs use fewer211
number of antenna elements and so have narrow antenna aperture. Their main lobe may significantly impact212
neighboring SAs. Large D ensures beamforming gain of UE and improves SIR performance in this scheme.213

Fig. 5(b) plots CDFs of SIR for K = 3 dB. Distribution characteristics of the 1st eigenmode transmission214
are almost the same as the case of K = 10 dB. SIR performance of TDBF is slightly degraded compared to215
1st eigenmode transmission, especially for SIR values above 30 dB. This is because the phase misalignment of216
the TDBF weight for each subcarrier becomes large due to frequency selectivity when the effect of multipath217
component becomes more significant. In other words, the difference between TDBF and the 1st eigenmode218
transmission is negligible for SIR values under 30 dB. In millimeter wave communication, A the link budget is219
poor and high SNR conditions of more than 30 dB cannot be usually expected. Moreover, the large time variation220
of the propagation channel may break the ideal communication condition. Therefore, TDBF and 1st eigenmode221
transmission have comparable practical performance even when K = 3 dB. Fig. 6 summarized each representative222
CDF value with SA spacing. As shown in these figures, enlarging SA spacing is effective in improving parallel223
transmission performance. In this evaluation model, SA has a small antenna aperture and its main lobe width is224
not narrow enough to separate UEs that are close neighbors. This inadequate user separation can be compensated225
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by UE beamforming. Though each UE also forms a directional beam, its main lobe width is much wider than226
that of SA.227

To ensure user separation, SA spacing should be designed taking account of this effect. In ordinary multiuser228
MIMO communications, UEs are separated but antennas at BS side are closely installed. By dispersing the229
SAs, like the UEs, multiuser MIMO can be operated effectively and simply. This is as new multiuser MIMO230
configuration. The following evaluations employ D = 20 m. Fig. 7 plots CDFs of SIR with four transmission231
antenna element numbers per SA; Nt = 16(4×4), 36(6×6), 64(8×8), 121(11×11). Rician K-factor is 10 dB or 3232
dB. Note the total transmission power is constant for all Nt values. Increasing the number of antenna elements233
naturally contributes to enhance beamforming gain, so that SIR performance is rigorously improved. In the234
evaluation condition, cells are deeply overlapped since the cell radius and ISD are set to 20 m. This includes the235
situation that a UE does not access the nearest SA. Though it may increase IUI from the nearest SA, desired236
signal can be greatly intensified due to the large beamforming gain with the large number of antenna elements.237
In addition, increasing the number of antenna elements enlarges the antenna aperture of SA. This narrows the238
main lobe width and improves user As explained by Fig. 5, the SIR degradation of TDBF relative to the 1st239
eigenmode transmission can be seen at SIR values more than 30 dB. The performance gap tends to increase240
with SIR level because the slight phase misalignment of the TDBF weight cannot be ignored at such high SIR241
values. We introduced the additive noise effect and reevaluated CDFs of SINR performance; see Fig. 8. Using242
the parameters in Table 2, average SNR is obtained as -1 dB in the SISO case. Millimeter wave communication243
systems are deployed on the premise of lower SNR condition in SISO channels. Beamforming gain provided244
by UE/SA antenna array is calculated as 10log 10 (16×121) = 32.9 dB. This indicates that the performance245
discrepancy between 2 schemes becomes negligible in terms of SINR since SIR gaps larger than 30 dB are masked246
by the additive noise effect. By exploiting SA and UE beamforming with massive arrays, the expected desired247
signal SNR level is raised to 30 dB. When UE correlation is small, its IUI level can be suppressed significantly248
under the noise level. The 1st eigenmode transmission cannot eliminate the IUI perfectly due to the absence of249
null steering. The slight phase misalignment of the TDBF weight also degrades the SIR performance, however,250
the degree of the phase misalignment is not so large. Therefore, the performance degradation by applying TDBF251
is negligible in the practical condition.252

We evaluated in detail how far TDBF is affected by the NLoS component. CDF = 50% values of SI(N)R with253
Rician K-factor are plotted in Fig. 9. SIR performance for TDBF is largely degraded as the NLoS component254
becomes more predominant. However, TDBF can achieve SINR = 28 dB even with K = 0 dB while keeping255
its degradation relative to 1st eigenmode transmission to within 1 dB. This is still sufficient to provide higher256
throughput. This result verifies that our approach is effective even in multipath-rich channel environments.257

Finally, SIR and SINR characteristics versus UE movement speed are presented. CDF = 5% and 50% value258
of SI(N)R are plotted in Fig. 10. The most significant feature of the present system embodiment is that SINR259
performance is basically not affected by UE movement, even in multiuser MIMO communication. In ordinary260
multiuser MIMO communication, UE movement tends to break null steering triggering significant IUI. As shown261
in this figure, however, the SIR performance of 1tap TDBF and 1st eigenmode transmission are not degraded by262
UE movement. The origin of the good SIR performance of the 2 schemes is the spatial separation of transmission263
and reception antennas. This reduces the correlation between signal streams and makes null steering unnecessary.264
This feature offers the significant benefit of reducing the medium access control (MAC) overhead by extending265
CSI estimation interval. For example, Nv times expansion of UE movement speed is266

8 c) Discussions267

For the heterogeneous networks in 5G, decoupling of the architecture control plane (C-plane) and user plane268
(U-plane) is assumed. With this assumption, all UEs can communicate with both small cell BS and macro cell269
BS. In a small cell environment, there is no guarantee of having a clear direct path between BS and UE, which270
may make the performance of our proposed scheme unstable. However, such UEs can communicate with the271
macro cell BS instead of the small cell BS. The probability of having direct path is expected to be increased272
by setting isolated SAs with location diversity. In order to effectively offload the traffic from a macro cell to a273
small cell, a lot of small cells should be scattered over crowded spaces. For this scenario, the deployment cost of274
the small cell BS should be reasonable, which emphasizes the value of the simplified operation of our proposal.275
Although our proposal is full digital 1-tap TDBF operation, it can be enhanced to analog BF with partial digital276
operation because the transmission and reception weights are constant across the bandwidth [8,[14][15][16][17].277
This enhancement is also effective in reducing the cost as it needs fewer RF components. This paper assumed278
that each UE communicates with just a single SA, however, it is also possible for plural SAs to communicate279
with the same UE. In this case, though the correlation between streams for the same UE may become larger,280
it can be compensated by reception side signal processing between the multiplexed chains. As the result, peak281
throughput per UE can be more than 10 Gbit/s which meets the 5G target requirement. Its validations will be282
further investigated.283

As discussed above, our proposal has great advantages such as simple implementation and robustness against284
time varying channels in multiuser spatial multiplexing. It is an attractive candidate for small cell deployment285
in the 5G world.286
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9 IV. Conclusions287

This paper verified the effectiveness of multiuser parallel transmission by SA beamforming on massive arrays288
assuming the LoS dominant channel environment in millimeter wavebands. Computer simulations revealed that289
valuable SINR gain can be stably attained without null steering when SAs are sufficiently separated in space. The290
proposal is also robust to channel time variation since null steering is not performed. Additionally, we proposed 1-291
tap TDBF, which can alleviate complex signal processing of the 1st eigenmode computation as well as suppressing292
the effect of additive noise on weight derivation. Our simplified and approximate approach achieved performance293
comparable to that of frequency domain 1st eigenmode transmission as the rigorous solution.294
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Figure 15: Table 1 :
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Parameters Values
Carrier frequency 20 GHz
Bandwidth 400 MHz
Number of FFT points; Ns 2048
Number of subcarriers; Nc 2000
Number of SA antenna 121 (11×11), UPA
elements; Nt 0.5? spacing, HPBW=65°
Number of SAs; Na 7
Number of UE antenna 16 (4×4), UPA
elements; Nr 0.5? spacing, HPBW=65°
Number of UE; Nu 7
Number of stream per UE; Ns 1
Total Transmission power 0 dBm
Antenna gain 0 dBi
Noise power density -174 dBm/Hz
Propagation model Free space

Rician fading,
Channel model 18 path exponential decay

RMS delay spread: 21.3nsec
Transmission / Reception Angular spread 5° / 5°
Precoding 1-tap TDBF / 1st eigenmode trans-

mission
Post coding MRC / 1st eigenmode reception
Symbol duration 6.67 ?sec
CSI estimation period 1.334 msec (200 symbol)
UE speed 10 km/h (f D T S = 1.2×10 -3 )

[Note: © 2016 Global Journals Inc. (US) 1]

Figure 16: Table 2 :
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